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Summary
• US high-yield bonds extended their rally also in October
• The fund outperformed its market segment.
• Among fixed income, high-yield bonds should be a contributor from both a diversification and a relative
performance perspective
Doug Forsyth
Fund manager

Market environment

The high-yield market advanced for the month. The BofA Merrill Lynch High Yield Master II Index returned
0.31%. The BofA Merrill Lynch BB-B U.S. High-Yield Constrained Index underperformed the Master II because
CCC rated issues led among the three quality buckets. High-yield bonds recorded their ninth consecutive
monthly gain and proved resilient in the face of rising interest rate hike odds, weaker crude oil prices due to
production cut skepticism and US election uncertainty as polls tightened. The asset class’s strength provided
portfolio diversification benefits, outpacing equities, treasuries and investment-grade corporate bonds, all of
which declined in October. Within high yield, the lowest-quality credits and commodity-linked issuers continued to be market leaders. Thus far, third-quarter earnings were generally better than expected, while outlooks for the remainder of the year were largely constructive. US economic growth accelerated and key service and manufacturing surveys rebounded. The stronger-performing industries were Transportation Infrastructure/Services, Energy and Metals/Mining Ex Steel. The weaker-performing industries were Healthcare,
Diversified Media and Telecom - Wireline Integrated & Services. Thirty-one new issues priced in the month,
raising $16.1 billion in proceeds. Mutual-fund net flows were $0.9 billion. Three issuers defaulted in the
month. The trailing 12-month (TTM) default rate by issuer was 4.83%. By dollar volume, the default rate was
3.59%. The upgrade-to-downgrade ratio spiked to 3.0 with 27 up to 9 down.

Performance analysis

The fund outperformed its market segment. In a shift from previous months, issue performance was mixed
rather than predominantly positive. An underweight in CCC rated bonds held back relative returns as the
lowest-quality, most distressed bonds continued to outperform.
Industry exposure that helped: Food & Drug Retailers, Telecommunications – Wireless and Technology. In
Food & Drug Retailers, issue selection was the driver of relative performance. A grocery store operator traded
higher on news of an asset sale. An underweight and stronger returns were beneficial in Telecommunications – Wireless. A wireless communications company, which is benefiting from improving demand for its
services, traded higher. In Technology, both better returns and an overweight had a positive impact. Select
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semiconductor issuers traded higher on improved outlooks and a cloud-based company, which is being
targeted for acquisition, continued to gain.
Industry exposure that lagged: Energy, Diversified Media and Metals/Mining Ex Steel. The Energy and Metals/
Mining Ex Steel industries were top performers in the index. The portfolio’s underweight in both of these
industries was a source of weakness across these two segments. Additionally, in both industries, the portfolio’s return was higher, but trailed on a relative basis. In Energy, an upstream issuer traded down on longerterm operating concerns, and consequently, was removed from the portfolio. In Metals/Mining Ex Steel, one
issue, an aluminum producer, closed marginally lower, but their longer-term outlook remains unchanged. In
Diversified Media, issue selection negatively impacted relative performance. A loyalty programs provider was
lower; however, the company’s long-term fundamental position remains stable.

Portfolio strategy
and activity

New buys were primary and secondary market purchases within the telecom, consumer staples, health care
and industrials sectors.
Sells included calls and an issuer that is expected to be acquired. The aforementioned E&P company was
replaced with a more attractive investment opportunity.

Outlook

The high-yield market has recovered well after a significant move lower in 2015 and early 2016. There are
several unique factors that drove the market lower, but the astounding fact is that high-yield bonds cycled
through what is normally seen in US economic recessions. Spreads moved significantly higher and defaults
subsequently rose. However, the market has now rebounded and the default rate likely has seen its peak for
this cycle. From a fundamental standpoint, as well as the observed condition of the economy, defaults
should trend to near the long-term historical average into 2017. The current spread of approximately 490
basis points reflects a market that is still pricing in a higher-than-likely realized default rate.
Stress in select industries of the market has waned, and overall, balance sheets, leverage ratios and interest
coverage ratios continue to support an investment in the asset class. Furthermore, only about 15% of the
market matures before 2019. This amount is far lower than the average annual new issuance over the past
five years.
Central-bank activities and conversations should lead to a clear path of ongoing accommodation. US monetary policy continues to be accommodative with the Fed expected to take a cautious approach toward adjustments. The purpose of these adjustments would be to achieve a normalized rate environment, after an
extended period of extreme accommodation. Outside of the US, global monetary policy continues to be
overwhelmingly accommodative, with policymakers using aggressive stimulus measures in Europe and in
regions throughout Asia.
From a fundamental standpoint, a single quarter-point rate hike would not be meaningful for the operating
activities of the vast majority of issuers. Until the Fed either moves aggressively or is well into the tightening
cycle, monetary policy should not be expected to drive an extended sell-off and spread-widening in high
yield. Notably, in the past 30 years, the US has not fallen into recession, nor have high-yield spreads moved
substantially higher, without being preceded by an inverted yield curve. Despite some recent flattening,
which is arguably the result of overseas influences, rather than domestic factors, the steepness of the curve
between the 3-month Treasury bill and the 10-year Treasury note remains.
History has also shown that when high-yield bond spreads widen beyond 700 basis points, the forward 12month and 24-month returns of the asset class are overwhelming favorable. Taking it one step further, when
spreads exceed 800 basis points, an investor has never lost money in 42 instances on a two-year horizon,
according to a market study. Only in one instance out of 42 has an investor lost more than 1% over the next
12 months. To put this analysis in context, spreads reached 887 basis points on Feb. 11 of this year.
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Relative value within the rating categories can be viewed as the composite of all of the factors expected to
affect the market. Since the sharp rebound in the overall market, B-rated issuers offer the most attractive
balance between return and risk without sacrificing the benefits of interest-rate diversification. CCC-rated
bonds are the least compelling of the three credit-quality buckets due to their elevated exposure to default
risk and significant recovery. It is prudent to be highly selective when choosing to invest within this subcategory. From an asset-class perspective, the relative value proposition of US high-yield bonds is clear. With US
Treasuries and US investment-grade corporates yielding less than 1.9% and 3%, respectively, and trillions
worth of debt globally yielding less than 0%, the 6.6% yield of the US high-yield market is a compelling opportunity for both international and domestic investors alike.
Among fixed-income alternatives, high-yield bonds should return to their historical norm as a contributor
from both a diversification and a relative-performance perspective. Interest rates will have a negligible impact on the high-yield market given the relative average spread and dollar market price today. The Fed path,
earnings trends, commodity prices and global growth will all influence the outlook.

Opportunities

Risks

+ Particular yield potential of high-yielding corporate bonds
+ Capital gains opportunities on declining market yields
+ Currency gains against investor currency possible in unhedged unit classes
+ Broad diversification across individual securities
+ Possible extra returns through single security analysis and
active management

- Bonds suffer price declines on rising interest rates
- High-yielding corporate bonds entail above-average risk of
volatility, illiquid markets and capital loss. The fund unit price
may be subject to sharply increased volatility.
- Currency losses against investor currency possible in unhedged unit classes
- Limited participation in the potential of individual securities
- No guarantee that single security analysis and active management will be successful

Important notes:

A performance of the strategy is not guaranteed and losses remain possible.
A security mentioned as example above will not necessarily be comprised in the portfolio by the time this document is disclosed or at any other subsequent date. This is
no recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any particular security.
Data gross of fees; calculation at the net asset value (BVI method) based on the assumption that distributions are reinvested and excludes initial charges. Individual costs
such as fees, commissions and other charges have not been taken into consideration and would have a negative impact on the performance if they were included. Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Calculation based on the most expensive share class.
The statements contained herein may include statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current views
and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed
or implied in such statements. We assume no obligation to update any forward-looking statement.

Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it may fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the full
amount invested.
Investment in fixed-income securities may entail various risks for investors including, but not limited to, credit status risk, interest-rate risk, liquidity risks and the risk of
limited flexibility. Changes in the business environment and market conditions may affect these risks, with a negative impact on the value of the investments. In periods of
rising nominal interest rates, the value of fixed-income securities (including short positions on fixed-income securities) is generally expected to fall. Conversely, in periods of
falling nominal interest rates, the value of fixed-income securities is generally expected to rise. Liquidity risks may result in account pay-outs or pay-backs being delayed or
prevented. Allianz US High Yield is a sub-fund of Allianz Global Investors Fund SICAV, an open-ended investment company with variable share capital organised under the
laws of Luxembourg. The value of the shares which belong to the Share Classes of the Sub-Fund that are denominated in the base currency may be subject to an increased
volatility. The volatility of other Share Classes may be different and possibly higher. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. If the currency in which the
past performance is displayed differs from the currency of the country in which the investor resides, then the investor should be aware that due to the exchange rate fluctuations the performance shown may be higher or lower if converted into the investor's local currency. This is for information only and not to be construed as a solicitation or
an invitation to make an offer, to conclude a contract, or to buy or sell any securities. The products or securities described herein may not be available for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This is for distribution only as permitted by applicable law and in particular not available to residents and/or nationals of the USA.
The investment opportunities described herein do not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation, knowledge, experience or specific needs of
any particular person and are not guaranteed. The views and opinions expressed herein, which are subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer companies at
the time of publication. The data used is derived from various sources, and assumed to be correct and reliable, but it has not been independently verified; its accuracy or
completeness is not guaranteed and no liability is assumed for any direct or consequential losses arising from its use, unless caused by gross negligence or wilful misconduct. The conditions of any underlying offer or contract that may have been, or will be, made or concluded, shall prevail. For a free copy of the sales prospectus, incorporation documents, daily fund prices, key investor information, latest annual and semi-annual financial reports, contact the management company Allianz Global Investors
GmbH in the fund's country of domicile, Luxembourg, or the issuer at the address indicated below or www.allianzgi-regulatory.eu. Please read these documents, which are
solely binding, carefully before investing. This is a marketing communication issued by Allianz Global Investors GmbH, www.allianzgi.com, an investment company with
limited liability, incorporated in Germany, with its registered office at Bockenheimer Landstrasse 42-44, 60323 Frankfurt/M, registered with the local court Frankfurt/M
under HRB 9340, authorised by Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (www.bafin.de). The duplication, publication, or transmission of the contents, irrespective of
the form, is not permitted.
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